THEMATIC EXTENSIONS:

OCEAN FORESTS

is  a  tool  that  can  be  used  to  foster  children’s  exposure  to  – and use of
– academic language and general science vocabulary.
Many classroom teachers rely on electronic books as an
independent reading option for emergent readers. Ocean Forests
can fulfill that objective.
However, the more children are exposed to new vocabulary, the more
likely they are to internalize it and eventually be able to use it
productively. With that in mind five sessions are described below
that involve whole group instruction, paired readings, and extension
activities so that children have opportunities to use language. Any
of these activities can be applied in a single, stand-alone session or
as they are described below, as part of a more comprehensive effort.
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Literacy objective: Realize informational texts present information.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R4 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.2.6
Content objective: Become aware kelp forests exist.
2-LS4.D: Biodiversity and Humans
Target Vocabulary: kelp, algae, frond, stipe, blade, holdfast, bladder
Post objectives in plain view of all children in the classroom.
Write today’s Target Vocabulary words on a large poster board and post in
plain view of all children in the classroom. Enunciate the words clearly and
briefly define them. Explain that these words will appear in the story the class
is about to enjoy.

Part I
Structure: Whole group instruction utilizing Smart Board or other projection
device. Focus  students’ attention on the objectives of the lesson that is about
to begin.
Establish prior knowledge/background connections via
questions:
•  Who has been to the ocean?
•  What is in the ocean? Is it empty? What
animals live there?
Display title page of Ocean Forests on Smart
Board or other projection device.
•  Looking at this title page, what do you
think this story will be about?
•  How does the title of the story help us
predict what the story will be about?
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Utilizing a K-W-L chart, write down what students already know about kelp
forests. What would they like to know?
Read story aloud to students. Question students about the overall intent of
the reading.
•  Did  the  author  try  to  convince  you  of  anything? If yes, how?
•  What  is  the  purpose  of  a  story like this?
Briefly demonstrate the Explore feature. Briefly demonstrate the Game feature.

Part II
Structure: Students listen to/re-read Ocean Forests via individual or shared
tablets.
•  Remind  students  of  the  lesson’s  objectives.  
•  Have students take notes and write down any five words they find
interesting, confusing, or want to know more about.
•  Once the story has been listened to/read students should be allowed
to engage with the rest of the app.
•  Talking and questioning among students should be encouraged,
prompting students to try their hands at domain-specific vocabulary
and other academic language.
After independent use of the app, ask the whole class about words students
noted as interesting, confusing, or wanting to know more about. Answer their
questions. Explain and clarify vocabulary. Make note of word selections that
coincide with the day’s  Target Vocabulary words because those are important
words for all children to attend to today. Refer back to the app (via Smart
Board) whenever possible.
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Part III
Initiate creation of an interactive bulletin board. Children will ultimately use
their own words and visual interpretations of Ocean Forests to recreate a kelp
forest in their classroom.
The Explore feature of the Ocean Forests app may be useful in this endeavor.
Utilize a Smart Board or other projection device to display Explore. Click on a
frond of kelp. Accompanying one of the five bits of information that can be
heard after clicking the kelp is a diagram of kelp where parts such as the
bladder and blade are labeled. Students may wish to refer to this graphic
while drawing and labeling the components of their kelp forest.
•  Have children color/paint/draw kelp forest components—algae, fish,
mammals, etc. and attach to bulletin board.
•  Have children label kelp forest components, making special note of
today’s  Target Vocabulary.
Conclude the lesson by having students state things they are learning about
the kelp forest and write those comments on the K-W-L chart.
Review  the  day’s  Target  Vocabulary  words,  clarifying  
meaning.
Focus student attention on
the objectives of the lesson.
Solicit student opinion
about how much progress
was made on each one.
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Literacy objective: Realize some words are used more broadly than others.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.1.4
Content objective: Make a model of the kelp forest.
K-ESS3-1
Target Vocabulary: dense, flourish, glisten, supple, sway, ceaseless
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L2.4.E
Post objectives in plain view of all children in the classroom.
Add today’s Target Vocabulary to the list on poster board begun yesterday
and post in plain view of all children in the classroom. Enunciate the words
clearly and briefly define them. Explain that these words appear in the story
the class is about to enjoy.

Part I
Structure: Whole group instruction utilizing Smart Board or other projection
device. Focus students’ attention on the day’s  literacy  objective.
Establish prior knowledge/background connections via questions:
•  Yesterday  we  read  a  story  about  the  kelp  forest.  Can  someone  please              
remind me what kelp is? Tell me about where it lives. Why is it
important?
Display title page of Ocean Forests on Smart Board or other projection device.
•  Choose to present the story with or without the narrator and pointedly
activate the dictionary feature.
•  Select  a dictionary word from each page of the story and discuss
definitions as a whole group. For example:
 What does it mean  when  a  forest  is  “dense”  with  plants  and  
animals?  What  are  words  that  mean  the  same  thing  as  “dense”?
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- Give students a moment to generate a sentence that includes
the  word  “dense.”  Ask  individual  students  to  express  their  
sentence aloud. Correct any misunderstandings.
 What,  exactly  does  it  mean  when  something  is  “attached”  to  
something  else?  Let’s  listen  to the  definition  of  “attached.”
-- Give students a moment to generate a sentence that
includes  the  word  “attached.”  Ask  individual  students  to  
express their sentence aloud. Correct any misunderstandings.
Throughout this exercise, remind students these words are useful in describing
more than just the kelp forest and encourage them to generate sentences
reflecting this fact.

Part II
Structure: Students listen to/re-read Ocean Forests via individual or shared
tablets.
•  Remind  students  of  the  day’s  literacy  objective.
•  Have students listen to/read Ocean Forests
independently while considering one (or
more) of the following questions. Have them
write down their answers on scrap paper so
that a class conversation can occur later with
students citing their responses.
- What words did you encounter in this story
that you are only going to read in a story about
the kelp forest? (holdfast, frond, algae)
- What words did you encounter in this story that
you might read in stories about other animals or
environments? (camouflage, migratory, wilderness,

predators)

- What words did you encounter in this story that you might
read or hear anywhere? (glisten, crevices, supple)
- What words do you not understand?
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When students have generated their list/lists of words bring them together as
a whole group and generate a class chart of words in each category. Time
permitting, have children approach the white board/poster board to write the
words  they’ve  chosen  in  the  correct  category.  Have  those  same  children  solicit  
the definition of words from classmates who volunteer such answers. Have
another volunteer use the word correctly in a sentence. Make note of word
selections that coincide with the day’s  Target Vocabulary because those are
important words for all children to attend to today.
Conclude this portion of the lesson by generating a short class discussion
around the following question: How does understanding more words help us
to better understand the kelp forest?

Part III
Continue the creation of the interactive bulletin board.
•  Have students write, using their own words (not copy dictionary
definitions) to describe/explain objects labeled and already displayed
on the bulletin board. Post definitions on the bulletin board beneath
the labels.
•  There is no harm in more than one definition appearing beneath a
single label. Yet students should work together to assure that all
labels have definitions by the end of the session.
Conclude the lesson by having students state things they are learning about
the kelp forest and write those comments on the K-W-L chart.
Review  the  day’s  Target  Vocabulary  words,  clarifying  meaning.
Focus student attention on the objectives of the lesson. Solicit student opinion
about how much progress was made on each one.
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Literacy objective: Recognize subtleties in word choices. Read closely to
glean meaning.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.3
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.2.2
Content objective: Conceptualize the dynamics of predator-prey
relationships.
K-LS1-1
Target Vocabulary: predator, prey.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.2.2 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.1.3

Post objectives in plain view of all children in the classroom.
Add today’s Target Vocabulary to the list on poster board begun previously
and post in plain view of all children in the classroom. Enunciate the words
clearly and briefly define them. Explain that these words appear in the story
the class is about to enjoy.

Part I
Structure: Whole group instruction utilizing Smart Board or other projection
device. Focus  students’  attention  on  the  day’s  literacy  objective.
Establish prior knowledge/background connections:
•  Yesterday  we  talked about a lot of different words. Who can explain
how some words are used more often or more broadly than others?
•  Today  we  are  going  to  think  about  those  words  again,  but  this  time  
we’re  going  to  explore  how  all  the  words  work  together  to  make  
meaning in the story.
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Utilizing a Smart Board or other projection device, point out the following
paragraph from the story:

Sea urchins are often found nibbling holdfasts. If they
eat through the holdfast, the frond will float to the
surface and die. Hungry sea urchins can destroy a
kelp forest, but sea otters and other predators, such
as sheephead fish, assure there are not too many sea
urchins in the kelp bed.

Solicit student opinion about what the
author is telling us. Kelp has enemies—
sea urchins eat kelp. But there are
checks and balances in the kelp
forest to keep that from being a
ruinous circumstance. There is balance
in nature.
Ask students to paraphrase this
paragraph in their own words, conveying
predator-prey relationships in the kelp bed.
Have students consider the following sentence:

Some animals hide among the fronds of giant kelp,
and others hunt there for food.
Again, ask students what the author is telling us. Some animals of the kelp
forest are predators and some animals are prey.
Initiate a drawing on a white board, chalkboard, or poster board that will
depict a food web. Have students suggest ideas for what to draw and its
relation to other animals in the kelp forest. For example, kelp bass are a prey
item of harbor seals but they are also predators of shrimp and octopuses. This
is an important point—animals are often both predator and prey.
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Here is another line from the story that reinforces this concept:

Fish camouflaged as blades of kelp try to avoid
hungry harbor seals.
What is the author telling us about life in the kelp forest? Animals have to eat.
And yet no animal wants to be eaten. Animals hide to avoid predation.
•  Does  this  circumstance  only  occur  in  the  kelp  forest?
• Does this make the kelp forest similar to forests found in the
mountains? Do all forests have the same relationships playing out?
Utilizing Smart Board or other projection device, spend a few moments
demonstrating the Explore feature of the Ocean Forests app. Much of the
auditory information in the app relates to what animals of the kelp forest eat,
methods they use for hunting, and methods they use for hiding. This
information will reinforce story content.

Part II
Structure: Students work in pairs
and collaborate on a writing project
to express their understanding of
predator-prey relationships that
exist in the kelp forest.
•  In  pairs,  have  students  investigate  the  Explore  feature  of  the  app,  
listening for information about what animals of the kelp forest eat,
how they hunt, and how they hide—predator-prey relationships.
•  Student  partners  should  talk  to  one  another  about  the  writing  
assignment ahead of them. They should work together to decide
which animals and facts to include and which they do not want to
mention.
•  Students  should  write  about  the  struggle  of  life  in  the  kelp  forest.  Who  
eats whom? How do animals hide to avoid being eaten? Who actively
hunts and who lays in wait?
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• Students may certainly illustrate their writing if they desire.
•  Have  students  use their own words to write sentences about predatorprey interactions in the kelp forest. Younger students could dictate
these sentences to an adult and/or rely on the Ocean Forests app to
assist with spelling.
• Teachers should determine how many sentences are required of
student pairs.
•  Student pairs should assure that each member of the team is able
read orally the sentences being generated.

Part III
Continue the creation of the interactive bulletin board.
•  Student pairs continue to write, using their own words, about
predator-prey interactions that are likely to occur in a kelp forest. (For
example, Sea otters can eat many sea urchins in a day.)
•  Post  final  products  within  or alongside the interactive bulletin board.
Conclude the lesson by having students state things they are learning about
the kelp forest and write those comments on the K-W-L chart.
Review  the  day’s  Target  Vocabulary  words,  clarifying  meaning.
Focus student attention on the objectives of the lesson. Solicit student opinion
about how much progress was made on each one.
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Literacy objective: Recognize that descriptions provide information.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.1.4 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.1.7
Content objective: The kelp forest provides a habitat for many marine
animals.
ESS3.A
Target Vocabulary: area, habitat, canopy, holdfast, environment
Post objectives in plain view of all children in the classroom.
Add today’s Target Vocabulary to the list on poster board begun previously
and post in plain view of all children in the classroom. Enunciate the words
clearly and briefly define them. Explain that these words appear in the story
the class is about to enjoy.

Part I
Structure: Whole group instruction utilizing Smart Board or other projection
device.
Establish prior knowledge/background connections:
•  Yesterday  we read some paragraphs closely to better understand the
struggle of life in the kelp forest. We talked a lot about predator-prey
interactions. Who would like to remind us of the details of our
conversation?
•  Today  we are going to read closely to learn about habitats within the
kelp forest.
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Utilizing a Smart Board or other projection device, point out the following
paragraph from the story:

A holdfast anchors the fronds to the rocky ocean floor.
Octopuses often make homes at the holdfast. Sea
anemones and brittle stars are found nearby. Crevices
provide nurseries for baby fish. The eggs of swell
sharks,   sometimes   called   “mermaids’   purses,”   may   be  
attached to the holdfast.
Solicit student opinion about what the author is telling us. Animals use parts
of the kelp plant to advance their needs; they live at the holdfast. The holdfast
creates a habitat for lots of animals. Although the holdfast serves the purpose
of keeping kelp stationary, it also serves the purpose of providing shelter and
a living space for many species of animals. Nature is often efficient like this.
Ask students to paraphrase the paragraph in their own words, conveying that
portions of the kelp are important in the lives of many types of animals.
Have students consider the following paragraph:

Fronds stretching across the surface of the ocean form
the canopy of the kelp forest. Birds stand on the
floating canopy and search for kelp crabs. Sea otters
often drape their pups in the long fronds of the
canopy. This anchors the pups and prevents them
from drifting into the surf while
their mothers search for food.
Again, ask students what the author is telling
us. Here another portion of the kelp, the
canopy, is helping animals live. Kelp is
important to more than just fish or animals
that live underwater. Birds find food in the
kelp and sea otters use kelp to keep their pups
safe. Kelp is important in the struggle of life of
many creatures.
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Converse with students about the fact that the kelp forest, as a
whole, provides a habitat within which many animals live. It is also
important to realize that there are smaller areas—the holdfast or
the canopy, for example, that provide shelter and nourishment
for many animals. There can be habitats within habitats.

Part II
Have the whole group compare – contrast a kelp forest habitat to their homes.
•  As a whole group, discuss how a habitat (which is a natural
environment) is alike and different from students’  homes  (which  are  
man-made environments).
•  Utilize a white board and a Venn diagram for this compare-contrast
activity.
•  Prompt students to consider circumstances such as accessibility of
food, water, shelter, safety, and space when comparing how the kelp
forest habitat provides for marine animals with how  students’  homes  
address their needs.
•  Do students worry about predators eating them? Do students spend
time camouflaged?
Structure: Students work in pairs to compare - contrast how their school
environment is alike and different from the habitat the kelp forest provides to
marine animals.
•  Pairs  of  students  should  talk  to  one  another, while making notations
on a Venn diagram, about how school addresses their needs for food,
water, shelter, safety, and space. Are predators an issue at school?
What about the main purpose of school—learning? Is learning
provided for in the kelp forest? Do students live at school?
•  All  descriptors  of  the  school  environment  should  be  compared  and  
contrasted with what is present in the kelp forest.
•  Time  permitting,  have  student  volunteers  describe  their  Venn  
diagrams to the class.
•  Post  student  work  around  the  periphery  of  the  interactive  bulletin  
board depicting the kelp forest.
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Part III
Structure: Whole group discussion
Focus student attention on the interactive bulletin board depicting the kelp
forest  and  on  today’s  literacy  objective.  Simultaneously, have the Ocean
Forests story accessible to all students either via individual tablets or displayed
on a Smart Board or other projection device.
•  Have students think of an original description of the kelp forest—
perhaps about how it looks or how animals behave there.
•  Have a student volunteer stand beside the interactive bulletin board
and tell the class his/her description of the kelp forest.
•  Have the rest of the class consider whether or not that original
description bares any resemblance to a line or two from the Ocean
Forests story. If  there  is  a  similarity,  note  it.  Compare  the  student’s  
description  to  the  story’s  text.
•  Repeat  this  process  several  times.
Take a step back from this exercise and ask students to recall why we read
informational texts? (for information)
•  And  yet,  why  are  our  descriptions  very  like  the  story  we  have  been  
reading?
•  Informational  text  is  often  comprised  of  descriptions.  
Descriptions convey information.
•  Informational  text  does  not  have  to  be  just  a  
list of facts.
Conclude the lesson by having students state things they
are learning about the kelp forest and write those comments on
the K-W-L chart.
Focus student attention on the objectives of the lesson. Solicit student opinion
about how much progress was made on each one.
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Literacy objective: Write informative text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.1.2
Content objective: Utilize science vocabulary in original writing.
Language objective: Practice reading fluency.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.2.5
Post objectives in plain view of all children in the classroom.

Part I
Structure: Whole group instruction
Establish prior knowledge/background connections:
•  Yesterday  we  recognized that descriptions provide information. Who
would like to describe the kelp forest habitat?
•  Today  we  are  going  to  use descriptions to write our own, original story
about the kelp forest. We will first begin by writing a story together.
Utilizing a white board or overhead projector, solicit from individual students
sentences and descriptions of the kelp forest.
Generating Ideas
•  Who  would  like  to  contribute  the  first  sentence  of  the  story? And the
next?
• Write student contributions on the white board or overhead projector.
• Make every effort to include as many contributions as possible.
•  Ask students if anyone would like to change the order of any
sentences? Are there sentences that could be grouped together into
a paragraph?
•  Ask  students  if  the  story  conveys  the  struggle  of  life  in  the  kelp  forest?  
Are predators mentioned?
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•  If  somebody  who  had  never  heard  of  the  kelp  forest  were  to  read  this  
story, what would they learn?
Oral Reading
•  Have a student volunteer read aloud to the whole group the first few
lines of the class’s  story.
•  As  a  class  critique  the  oral  reading—constructively. Was it perhaps a
little halting? Was it too fast? Was the reading loud enough? Were
words enunciated clearly? Were words pronounced correctly?
• Offer perhaps one suggestion and then allow the volunteer to repeat
the reading. Does practice make perfect?
• Move through the entire original story in this way, time permitting.

Part II
Structure: Students work in pairs to read aloud Ocean Forests.
Distribute tablets to pairs of students.
•  Have  students  read  aloud  a  page  of  Ocean Forests to their partners,
utilizing the record feature of the app.
•  Have students replay the recording and have both students, together,
critique the recording. Discuss whether the reading was smooth or
jerky. Were words pronounced correctly? Students may rerecord if
they like.
•  Have  students  take  turns  reading  and  recording  every  other  page  of  
the story.
• Circulate throughout the class to assure students are providing
constructive criticism and not being hurtful.
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Part III
Structure: Independent work
Students will express their understanding of the kelp forest by writing an
original story.
Teachers who want to utilize the writing process for this lesson may certainly
do so. Otherwise, prompting students to utilize new, kelp forest-related
vocabulary may prove sufficiently taxing.
Student ability and age should determine the length of this assignment.
Young students may reach their zone of proximal development with one
sentence and an illustration. You may want to require students to use a
particular number of words off of the Target Vocabulary poster in their
writing. Adjust accordingly.
Visual aids, such as the K-W-L chart, the Target Vocabulary poster, or the
original story just generated by the whole class can offer students spelling
guidance.
As students complete and turn in their
writing assignment, have them
read aloud their original stories to
you.
Conclude the lesson by having the class state
things they learned about the kelp forest and write
those comments on the K-W-L chart.
• Draw  students’  attention  to  what  was  originally cited
on the K-W-L chart. What did students initially know about
the kelp forest?
• Have student volunteers state what they learned about the kelp forest
over the course of the week.
• Continue the class discussion. What was the story Ocean Forests
about? What was the main idea?
•  Have students hypothesize why you wanted them to read about the
kelp forest.
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•  We  want  to  read  informational  for information—to learn new things.
Isn’t  it  great  to  learn  about  the  world  around  us?
Focus student attention on the objectives of the lesson. Solicit student opinion
about how much progress was made on each one.
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